




Julia Otilia is about capturing the essence of 
the moment. Our brand stands for timeless 
elegance paired with a sophisticated and 
simplistic Scandinavian aesthetic. All of our 
jewellery is inspired by organic shapes and 
the finest details of nature. As our planet and 
people are both concerns we carry very close 
to our hearts, we make conscious decisions for 
all of our materials and production and aim to 
be as sustainable as possible.

A B O U T





M A T E R I A L S
Our jewellery is available in both silver and 
gold. We repurpose pure scrap pieces of 
925 sterling silver for sustainable upcycling 
practices. All of our golden jewellery are 
plated with a 2 micron coat of 24K gold on 
a pure silver sterling base. Furthermore, we 
like to incorporate organic materials into our 
designs, including wood, seeds and nuts in 
form of carvings and beads. 





P R O D U C T I O N
Our production is done ethically and fairly in 
a small atelier in Bali. We support the local 
artisans with their intricate skills and dedication 
to recreate our delicate designs. Further 
assembling work is done in the Netherlands. 





C O L L E C T I O N S
Following the slow fashion philosophy, we 
don’t release a new collection with each season 
but rather with each wave of inspiration. As 
all of our pieces are timeless, none of them 
are bound to a specific occasion. Generally, 
our collections carry around ten designs. Our 
most recent collection, Love & Serenity, was 
released at the end of January 2018.





F A V O U R I T E S

1 - Eucalyptus Leaf Earrings €99.95

2 - Himalaya Wood Bracelet €24.95
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3 - Hortensia Blossom Ring €79.95

4 - Elegant Mini Leaf Ring  €59.95

5 - Sprout Leaf Ring €59.95

6 - Wooden Drops Earrings €69.95

7 - Mini Leaf Creole Earrings €39.95

8 - Bangle Bracelet €69.95
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9 - Elegant Mini Leaf Earrings €39.95

10 - Flowerbeans Necklace  €139.95

11 - Lingonberry Ring €59.95 

12 - Dutch Maple Leaf Earrings €89.95

13 - Hortensia Blossom Earrings €79.95

14 - Lotus Seed Bracelet €24.95



I N  T H E  M E D I A



GRAZIA70

Cropped top met pofmouwen, 
broek Emanuel Ungaro, 
handtas Jerome Dreyfuss, 
fanny pack Valentino via 
MyTheresa.com, hakken 
Jimmy Choo, set van ringen 
Julia Otilia, oorbellen Louis 
Vuitton, armband Wouters & 
Hendrix.

GRAZIA 77

Jumpsuit Elie Saab, tas Blu 
Tosca Blu, oorhangers 
Charlotte Wooning, 
sandalen Christian 
Louboutin, 
ringen Julia Otilia.







Julia believes that by doing what is given by heart, you can truly behold 

the subtle gifts of life. Her passion lies in capturing the fine details 

of nature. The silence of a mirror blank lake. The twirling dance of a 

falling leaf. Or the gentleness of an unfolding flower. It is these delicate, 

precious moments Julia is wishing to express in her jewellery.



C O N T A C T 

Julia Otilia

info@juliaotilia.com

+31 (0) 6-87186779

juliaotilia.com

@juliaotiliaorganicjewellery

Designer & Manager
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